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ABSTRACT
This paper develops a mathematical modeling to design a cellular manufacturing system. In
addition some of the total or portion of the demand of the part types can be subcontracted.. In
order to designing the optimal CMS, we needs to detrmined a plan to produce and
subcontract parts at a minimum cost and to mitigate the impact of sub-contracting risk.Thus
we propose a mixed integer programming approach to decision making and incorporate subcontracting risk . To control the risk of sub-contracting (cost) , the two popular percentile
measures of risk are applied: value-at-risk and conditional value-at-risk. This model is
capable of optimizing production

cost of parts and calculating value-at-risk of sub-

contracting cost simultaneously. A numerical example is solved to verify the performance of
the proposed model.
Key words: Cellular manufacturing system, sub contract, Risk management , Conditional
value-at-risk.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Manufacturing industries are under pressure from the increasingly-competitive global
marketplace. With increased global competition and shorter product life cycles, there have
been demands for mid-volume and mid-variety product mixes. Job shops and flow lines does
not provide adequate throughput with high product volumes and products variety. Cellular
manufacturing system (CMS) provides the combined advantages of both Job-Shop and Flow
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Line Manufacturing. Cellular manufacturing systems (CMSs) are used when both production
volume and product variety are at medium level.CMS is an application of GT in which
types of machines are grouped into cells so that each cell is dedicated to the manufacture of
some specific part families. This paper is structured as follows. In the next section presents
Literature Review. The Problem description is developed in Section 3. Section 4 presents
Computational examples and Discussion of results and Section 5 concludes the paper.
1.1. Group technology
Group technology is a principle, which decomposes a global system into several subsystems,
which are easier to manage than the entire system.Applied to manufacturing, this principle is
the base of the design of production cells.[1]
1.2. Cellular manufacturing system
Cellular manufacturing systems (CMS) are one of the alternatives for the production
environment with high variety and high volume of products. The main goal of CMS is to
minimize the throughput time, setup cost and also the material handling costs in the shop
ﬂoor[2]. Reported beneﬁts of CMS include increases in throughput coupled w ith reductions
in setup times and costs, cycle times, work-in-process inventory levels, material handling
times and costs, factory space requirements, product defect rates, and machine idle times.[3]
1.3 Cell formation
The design of CMSs has been called cell formation (CF), part family/machine cell (PF/MC)
formation, and manufacturing cell design. Given a set of part types, processing requirements,
part type demand and available resources (machines, equipment, etc.,), the design of CMSs
consists of the following three key steps[4]:
(i)

Part families are formed according to their processing requirements.

(ii)

Machines are grouped into manufacturing cells.

(iii)

Part families are assigned to cells.

1.4. Risk management
Risk management in general is described as the identi ﬁcation and analysis of risks as well as
their control[5]. From the mathematical perspective, risk management is a procedure for
shaping a loss distribution.[6]value-at-risk (VaR) and Conditional value-at-risk (CVaR) are
two popular tools for managing risk, but the emphasis is on Conditional Value-at-Risk
(CVaR), which is known also as Mean Excess Loss, or Tail VaR. .[7]
1.4.1.Deﬁnitions of VaR and CVaR
Let X be a random variable with the cumulative distribution function F (z) = P{X ≤ z}. X
have meaning of loss or profit. [6]
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Deﬁnition of VaR
The VaR of X with conﬁdence level α ∈[0,1] is VaR (X) = min{z|P{X ≤ z} ≥ α} By
deﬁnition, VaR α (X) is a lower α -percentile of the random variable X.[ 6]
Deﬁnition of (CVaR)
For random variables with continuous distribution functions, CVaR (X) equals the conditional
expectation of X subject to X ≥ VaR (X). [6]The graphical representation of VaR, CVaR, and
VaR, CVaR Deviation, Max Loss, and Max Loss Deviation are shown in Figure 1.[ 6]

Fig.1. [ 6]
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Singh [8] has reviewed the many structured approaches such as graph theoretic methods,
neural networks and mathematical and heuristic methods to the Cell Formation Problem.
Atmani, Lashkari, and Caron [9] introduced a model for simultaneous cell formation and
operation allocation. Singh, [10] has shown CM is also effective in implementing ﬂexible
manufacturing systems.Wemmerlov & Johnson, [11] have reviewed Successful CM
implementations at 46 user plants. Chen, [12] proposed a mathematical programming for
dynamic cellular manufacturing. Selim et al. [13] have categorized the approaches as cluster
analysis, graph partitioning, descriptive procedures , mathematical programming, artiﬁcial
intelligence approaches. CM scheduling problems introduced by Lockwood, Mahmoodi, and
Mosier[14]. Production planning in CM systems proposed by Chen [15]. Schaller, Erenguc,
and Vakharia [16] introduced an integer programming model to CM planning. N. Safaei and
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R. Tavakkoli-Moghaddam[2] proposed an integrated mathematical model of the multi-period
cell formation and production planning in a dynamic cellular manufacturing system (DCMS)
with the aim of minimizing machine, inter/intra-cell movement, reconﬁguration, partial
subcontracting, and inventory carrying costs. The first “value-at-risk” introduced by Group of
30 reports in July 1993. Origins of the name “value-at-risk” are murky. Several similar names
were used during the 1990’s, including: “dollars-at-risk” (DaR), “capital-at-risk” (CaR),
“income-at-risk” (IaR), “earnings-at-risk” (EaR) and “value-at-risk” (VaR). It seemed that
users liked the “-at-risk” moniker, but were uncomfortable labeling exactly what was “at
risk”.Guldimann (2000) suggests that the name “value-at-risk” originated within JP Morgan
prior to 1985. JP Morgan publicized VaR to professionals at financial institutions and
corporations with its Risk Metrics service[17] .Markowitz (1952) was the ﬁrst to deﬁnes
tradeoﬀ between risk and return in portfolio selection as an optimization problem. He
suggested choosing an asset mix such that the portfolio variance is minimum for a ﬁxed target
level of expected return.CVaR and its minimization formula were ﬁrst developed by
Rockafellar and Uryasev(2000). Uryasev and Rockafellar (2002) introduced a new approach
to optimized a portfolio by calculating VaR and minimizing CVaR simultaneously to reduced
risk of high losses[18].Sarykalin et al . demonstrate VaR and CVaR in risk management and
optimization[6].Sawik Proposed a bi-objective mixed integer program model to selection of
suppliers and the allocation of orders is based on price and quality of purchased parts and
reliability of on time delivery To control the risk of delayed supplies, VaR and CVaR are
applied[19].

3. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
In this research we assume a cellular manufacturing system .The problem is to determined
a plan to produce and subcontract parts at a minimum cost and to mitigate the impact of
sub-contracting

risk.. This research considers customers demands are assumed to be

deterministic. In this research a risk-averse model of optimal the CMS design is considered
with the two popular percentile measures of risk, VaR and CVaR, applied to control the risk
of high losses (risk of sub-contracting cost). VaR and CVaR, are brieﬂy deﬁned below
[18][19]:


Value-at-Risk (VaR) at a 100α% conﬁdence level is the targeted cost such that for

100α% of the scenarios, the outcome will not exceed VaR. In other words, VaR is a decision
variable based on the α-percentile of costs, i.e., in 100(1−α)% of the scenarios, the outcome
may exceed VaR.
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Conditional Value-at-Risk (CVaR) at a 100 α % confidence level is the cost in the

worst
100 ( 1− α) %. In other words, we allow 100(1−α)% of the outcomes to exceed VaR, and the
mean value of these outcomes is represented by CVaR.
Define T as the tail cost for scenario s, where tail cost is defined as the amount by which
costs in scenario s exceed VaR.
3.1.Notation
index for part types

i  1,..., P

index for machine types

j  1,..., M

i

j

index for manufacturing cells k  1,..., C

k

S index for sub-contracting scenarios s=1, . . .,S
Input parameters
P

Number of parts

M Number of machines

C Number of manufacturing cell
a ij Equals to 1 if part i require to be processed on machine j ; 0 otherwise

∝

variable cost of machine type j for each unit time
processing time required to produce of part type i on machine type j
constant cost of machine type j
sub-contracted Penalty cost of part type i for scenario s
Probability of sub-contracting scenario s

M max

Maximum number of machines permitted in a cell

M min

Minimum number of machines permitted in a cell
time-capacity of machine type j
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demand for part i
α

confidence level

Decision variables

xik

Equals to 1,if part i processed in cell k ; 0

y jk

Equals to 1,if machine j assigned to cell k ; 0 otherwise

otherwise

number of demand of part i that their operation performed by a machine type j in cell
k
number of part i to be subcontracted in scenario s
the non-negative amount by which total cost in scenario s exceeds VaR(tail cost)
VaR

Value-at-Risk

3.2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
3.2.1 Minimization of Total costs(production Cost and machin constant cost and cost of
subcontracted parts)
In a risk-neutral operating condition the optimal CMS Design can be measured by the Total
costs (production Cost and machin constant cost and cost of subcontracted parts).In this
subsection mixed integer programming model is proposed for a risk-neutral of optimal CMS
Design.

∝

+

+

(1)

s.t:

=1
∑

=1
≥

= 1, … ,

(2)

= 1, … ,

(3)

= 1, … . ,

(4)
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3.2.2.Minimization of worst (subcontracted parts) cost (CVaR)
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In this section a risk-averse model of optimal CMS Design is considered with the two popular
percentile measures of risk, VaR and CVaR, applied to control the risk of high losses.In this
section mixed integer programming model is proposed to reduce the risk of subcontracted
parts high costs.

+
s.t:

1
1−∝

(9)

Eqs (2),(3),(4),(5),(6),(7),(8)

≥

∝

≥0 ,

+

+

−

∀

∈

3.2.3. Bi-objective to minimization of weighted sum of total cost and worst cost.

(10)
(11)

In this section[19] a bi-objective is presented aimed at minimizing both objective functions
simultaneously to balance total cost with the risk tolerance. Steuer [20] proved that for mixed
integer programs, there may be portions of the nondominated set (near a weakly
nondominated solution) that the weighted-sum approach is unable to compute, even if the
complete parameterization on λ is attempted.
Min

(

Where 0 ≤

≤1

) + (1- )( worst cost)
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+ (1

)

Eqs (2),(3),(4),(5),(6),(7),(8),(10),(11)
3.3. LINEARIZATION
The proposed model is a nonlinear Mixed-integer programming model .therefore we
reformulate the
model as Mixed-integer linear programming model with define the new variables z ijk
to replace the
x jk . y ik .

3.3.1. Minimization of Total costs(production Cost and machin constant cost and cost
of subcontracted parts)

∝

+

+

(1)

s.t:
Constraints (2),(3),(4),(5),(6),(8)
Constraint (7) is changed as follows:

≤

∀,

(7)

zijk  xik

i, j, k

(12)

zijk  y jk

i, j, k

(13)

xik  y jk  zijk  1

i, j, k

(14)

3.3.2. Minimization of worst (subcontracted parts) cost (CVaR)
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1
1−∝

(9)

Eqs (2),(3),(4),(5),(6),(8),(11)
Constraints (7)and (10) are changed as follows:

Qt a z

≤ TY

T ≥

∀j, k

∝ Qt a z

(7)

+

Y θ +

β Q − VAR

∀s

(10)

3.3.3. Bi-objective to minimization of weighted sum of total cost and worst cost.

min λ

∝ Qt a z

(1 − λ) (VAR +

1
1−∝

+

Y θ +

pβ Q

+

p T)

Eqs (2),(3),(4),(5),(6),(8),(11)
Constraints (7)and (10) are changed as follows.

Qt a z
T ≥

≤ TY

∀j, k

∝ Qt a z

+

(7)
Y θ +

β Q − VAR

∀s

(10)

4. COMPUTATIONAL EXAMPLE AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
To verify the performance of the proposed models we generate a random example and solve
by branch-and-bound (B&B)method under the LINGO 8.0 software on a personal computer
with 3 GHZ and 512 MB RAM.we suppose there are 6 parts and 3 machines and 2 cells and
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number of subcontract scenarios was equal to 3 with equal occurrence probability and parts
demand was equal 1000 for each type.

Table 1. Solution results for risk-neutral model
Part type
Produced by factory
Prepared by sub-contract
scenario 1
Prepared by sub-contract
scenario 2
Prepared by sub-contract
scenario 3
Total demands

1
2
167
8
833
0
0
0
0
992
1000
1000

3

4

5
6
125

0

500

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

875

500

1000

0

1000

1000

1000

To verify the performance of the risk-neutral model, we solved a random example, as it can
be seen in Table 1. we solved example to risk-averse model, Figure 2 shows different tails
costs for each sub-contracte scenarios and sub-contracte scenario 3 has minimum tail cost.
Note that solutions to single objective models risk-neutral and risk-averse are equivalent to
the solutions of the weighted-sum program with λ = 1 and λ = 0, respectively[19].The tradeoff between the total cost and the worst cost with α = 0.9 is shown in Fig. 3. The results
emphasize the effect of varying cost-risk preference of the decision maker.

Minimization of CVaR
300

Tail Cost

250
200
150
100
50
0
0

1

2
scenarios

3

4
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Fig. 2. Tail costs for different sub- contract scenarios

CVaR

Minimize weighted sum of total cost
and worst cost
87.5
87
86.5
86
85.5
85
84.5
84
83.5
72

74

76

78

80

82

84

86

TOTAL COST

Fig.3. CVaRs for different Total costs

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we evaluate sub-contracting risk in a cellular manufacturing system design
.the distinguishing feature of our model is its consideration of two popular measure of risk
management (VaR,CVaR) in the sub-contracting .the proposed risk-neutral model is capable
of optimizing production Cost and machin constant cost and Penalty cost of subcontracted
parts then we introduce risk averse model to minimizing worst cost of subcontracted parts
with VaR and CVaR measures.finally trade-off model has been formulated as the
optimization of a weighted-sum of total cost and the CVaR as a risk measure.solution results
for a example shown scenario 3 with minimum amount of cost per each part has minimum of
tail cost.( tail cost is defined as the amount by which costs in scenarios exceed VaR).
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